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What is Token Economy?

A token economy is an intervention used to reduce problem behaviors in children. It is a “system of behavior management in which tangible or token reinforcers...are given as rewards and later exchanged for back-up reinforcers that have value in themselves” (Kerr & Nelson, 2010, p. 414).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token reinforcers could include:</th>
<th>Rewards could include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· Points</td>
<td>· TV/computer/game usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Plastic chips</td>
<td>· Stickers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Metal washers</td>
<td>· Free time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Poker chips</td>
<td>· Chore “pass”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Play money</td>
<td>· Later bedtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Stickers</td>
<td>· New items (e.g. clothes, games, books, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A token economy system can be used in numerous settings, as long as attention can be focused on the child’s behaviors. Parents and teachers can adapt a point or reward system in schools, at home, or in the community.

Numerous problem behaviors could be addressed within a token economy system. Keep in mind, there is a wide range of behaviors that could be considered problematic in settings and that could be addressed with a token economy, including but not limited to:

- Bickering/talking back/teasing
- Not following rules/direction
- Bedtime behaviors
- Opposition
Glossary

- **Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence (ABC) assessment** - A direct observation technique used to identify potentially functional relationships among behaviors and environmental variables
- **Antecedent** - A stimulus that precedes a behavior
- **Assessment** - The purpose of gathering data to assist in making decisions
- **Behavior** - positive or undesired actions of a child
- **Economy** - A system driven by patterns of earning and spending
- **Efficiency** - The rate at which something is done with ease or effort
- **Evidence-based practices** - Practices addressing academic and social behaviors that are supported by research evidence that has been validated by professional groups
- **Frequency (rate)** - Amount of times a behavior occurs during an observational period
- **Intervention** - Systematic involvement with a student to improve his or her performance socially, emotionally, or academically
- **Levels system** - A method of differentiating hierarchically any aspect of an individual’s performance (e.g., in a token economy or for assessment purposes)
- **Modeling** - Demonstrating a desired behavior in order to prompt an imitative response
- **Reinforcement** - Terms of a reinforcing consequence or removal of an aversive stimulus dependent upon the occurrence of a behavior, resulting in an increased or maintained rate of the behavior in the future

NOTES:___________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Case Study
Before the intervention
“Tommy”, age 14, is oppositional to his parents. He says “no”, yells, and does not listen when his parents ask him to do anything. For example, when being asked to turn down the TV, Tommy says no. When asked to clean his room or take out the trash for his chores, Tommy says no. Even when asked to sit at the table to eat meals, Tommy says “no”.

Tommy’s parents feel Tommy has control of the house, as he will not listen to their requests. The parents usually end up yelling at Tommy as a result of his refusal of requests and combativeness. Tommy’s parents feel frustrated and feel like they have a poor relationship with their son. They feel like Tommy’s behaviors will continue to get worse and think it is time to address these problem behaviors.

The Intervention
Our goal is to implement a reward system that will help decrease/change Tommy’s problem behavior. Tommy’s problem behaviors need to first be identified.

Step One. Identify problem behavior. Parents should observe the child’s behavior and decide what the problem behavior is. In Tommy’s case, the problem behavior was his refusal and oppositional yelling when being asked to complete/do a request by his parents. Once the behavior is determined, parents should observe what actions are occurring prior or before the problem behaviors. This is known as the antecedent to the behavior. In Tommy’s case, he was always doing what he wanted to do, like playing video games, watching TV, playing outdoors or riding his bike. The parents determined the antecedent to Tommy’s poor behavior was the parents interrupting Tommy’s own set plans.

Parents should then observe how the child and parents react to the problem behavior(s). This is known as the consequence of the behavior. Tommy and his parents would end up yelling at each other, resulting in the original request being completed by the parents and Tommy continuing what he wanted to do.

Through identifying the antecedent, behavior, and consequence (or A-B-C), parents can better understand the problem behavior to develop a point/reward system to encourage positive behaviors. Throughout the A-B-C process, Tommy’s parents realized they were demanding Tommy to complete his chores, turn off the TV, et cetera before asking him nicely. They also realized they never sat down and talked calmly with Tommy about his behaviors, asking Tommy how he felt, or addressing his chores and rules. Tommy’s parents then did just that and talked to Tommy.

Step Two and Three. Discuss with the child their feelings regarding their behaviors and set structure and rules. In the discussion, the parents talked about the rules and chores of the house. Tommy reported he did not think he had to listen. At this point, Tommy and his parents began yelling. This is a time when a time-out should take place. Regain composure—stay calm and most importantly do not push the subject. Attempt to talk again in a few days. Tommy and his parents started talking a few days later. Validate or address how the child feels. Parents should also address their feelings as well. Parents should firmly set the rules. Tommy had chores to
complete. When they were not completed, his parents stated they would take away TV, playing, and video game time.

Step Four and Five. Identify point/reward system and discuss the system with the child. After discussing rules and setting structure, discuss the point/reward system. Tommy’s parents know he loves video games. Previously Tommy’s parents decided that for every time Tommy followed a direction/rule, like turning off the TV or video game when asked, going to bed on time, coming to the table to eat, that he would receive a point. Parents should start lower with the amount of points it will take to receive an award, as they should continually set a gradual positive behavior progress. For every fifteen points Tommy earned from having good behavior, he could choose to be rewarded with two minutes extra video game time or to put $1 towards a new video game. Tommy understood when he did not listen points would be taken away, as well as his regular privileges. After having one month of good behaviors, with enough “money” in the bank, Tommy could be eligible to get a new video game.

Step Six, Seven, and Eight. Monitor and model behavior, keep structure, and reinforce desired behaviors. Tommy’s progress would be kept on the family refrigerator for him to view his own progress. Parents should model the behaviors they want to see in their child, for the child to see what the parents expect of them. Even if the child’s behaviors are not appearing to improve, parents need to keep the structure of the point system and follow their set rules.

Case Study - After the Intervention
Tommy’s oppositional behaviors have decreased. The process was not a quick and simple fix. Tommy and his parents were not able to sit down and discuss the intervention process in one day. Throughout the process, Tommy did not agree with his parents, for example, when setting rules. At other times, the parents did not agree with Tommy’s reasoning.

Tommy understood for every time he had good behavior he received a point. At first, Tommy was compliant with his parent’s requests as he wanted more TV and game time and wanted a new video game. Tommy reached fifteen points and traded it for two minutes extra video game time. But soon, Tommy got tired of listening as he was not receiving what he wanted immediately. Tommy’s behaviors began decreasing. Tommy’s parents did not like seeing Tommy’s problem behaviors returning. They continued to model the behavior they wanted to see and follow the rules they previously set. They also continued to take points away when Tommy did not listen, and added points when he did listen; they kept structure.

Tommy was able to view his progress on the refrigerator. He saw that even though he would have bad days, he was still working towards his goals of more TV time and a new video game. Tommy realized points he received each day added up quickly. Tommy’s parents continually gave him praise and attention for his good behaviors, which Tommy liked. They had more open communication, with arguments at times, but soon their relationship began improving. Each week that passed, Tommy began to notice it was easier for him to follow rules and listen to his parents.

As Tommy’s behaviors improved, the reward system needed to be modified to keep Tommy moving towards the goal of positive behaviors. By the end of the third month, Tommy and his parents were discussing new possible rewards for every 25 points he earned.
Case Study Revisited - Tommy’s Parents
Tommy’s parents were frustrated by Tommy’s oppositional behaviors. After hearing of the token economy system, they took time to read and learn about the system. As discussed in the intervention process, Tommy’s parents took the time to identify the A-B-C to Tommy’s problem behaviors.

After setting rules and structure, by determining how many points would equal the chosen reward, the parents discussed the system with Tommy. For every fifteen points Tommy earned from having good behavior, he could choose to be rewarded with two minutes extra video game time or to put $1 towards a new video game.

The parents knew they would be met with more opposition when setting rules and structure in the home, but they knew they could not give up. When Tommy began to act up, the parents did not push the topic. They waited until a later time to talk.

Now it was time for the parents to implement the system. The parents made a chart for the refrigerator to mark Tommy’s earned points at the end of each day. The chart was on a simple piece of poster board. Tommy’s parents had it marked like a calendar. At the end of each day, the parents and Tommy marked the points earned each day while in the home setting. Once Tommy had fifteen points, he either chose extra game time or the chance to put $1 towards a new video game.

Keeping track of Tommy’s behaviors was challenging, but lead to Tommy’s improved behaviors. The parents kept a separate chart on them at all times in the home. The parents would put one point for each time Tommy complied with a request. If Tommy became oppositional when asked to do something or break a house rule, a point would be taken away (crossed off the sheet).
**Intervention Process**
Steps to deliver a token economy system:

1. Identify problem behavior
2. Discuss with child their feelings regarding behaviors
3. Set structure/rules
4. Identify point/reward system
5. Discuss system with child
6. Monitor and model ideal behavior(s)
7. Keep structure
8. Reinforce desired behaviors
Discussion Questions

· What is a token economy?

· In what settings can a token economy system be used?

· In the case study, what was the A-B-C to Tommy’s identified problem behaviors?

· What other types of points system could Tommy’s parents use?

· What types of behaviors should Tommy’s parents model?

· What are the “dos” and “don’ts” in a token economy system?

· Create a problem behavior scenario and implement a token economy system using the intervention steps.
Frequently Asked Questions

Q. Should I give my child food as a reward?
   A. Food is not a recommended reward strategy.

Q. How long will it take before the behavior improves?
   A. Behaviors do not change overnight. A token economy system is a process. When following a set structure, behavior changes will be seen within a few months.

Q. What if the behavior gets worse?
   A. Parents should be aware behavior does not change overnight and should continually address the problem behavior. The behavior may get worse before it gets better. Do not give up! Evidence-based research has found that the token economy system reduces problem behaviors. Only after two months should the intervention be changed if there are no positive changes in behavior.

Q. Do I have to record the behavior every time it occurs?
   A. Yes. Structure and reinforcement are very important aspects in the token economy system. A token economy system is a process. Behaviors need to be observed at all times to address and intervene with the problem behavior. If only sometimes addressing the problem behavior, the child may think it is okay to act in a certain way or may be confused as to how to act, as that behavior is only sometimes corrected and therefore, sometimes rewarded.
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